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Learning outcomes

Degree. Taking into account that one of the fundamental objectives of
the degree is to promote a comprehensive education that enables the
full development of the student and excellence in their professional
future, this course is aimed at offering solid theoretical knowledge as
well as tools and practical experiences of reference for its quality and
degree of innovation from the business point of view within the new
current communication landscape.
This training of students is aimed at facing the challenge of selfemployment within the professional branch of information and
communication, so students are able to plan and manage innovative
journalistic business projects in an increasingly dynamic market, the
result of technological development, which is causing significant
changes in the production of information.
The course is articulated around the following objectives:
General objectives:
1. To introduce students to the business context of self-employment
within the professional branch of information and communication.
2. To provide students with the necessary theoretical and practical
knowledge in order to awaken their entrepreneurial vocation within the
new information panorama, characterized by technological
development and which is giving rise to new business models.
Specific objectives:
1. To develop competences and skills for the planning and
management of business projects within the new context of information
and communication.
2. To promote in students the entrepreneurial spirit and business
innovation through the theoretical and especially practical study of the
various initiatives successful businesses within the journalistic context
both nationally and international.
At the end of the course, students shoud be able to create their own
Project.

Contents Part I. Current overview of the media land

The media sector has undergone such a rapid evolution that the
traditional boundaries of the media no longer make sense. Now
companies and users are media, which means that they are both
generators, publishers and disseminators of their own content and
messages for their audiences of interest.
Technological progress has made this change in the landscape of the
information, emerging new forms of communication focused on the
online world and which are already, today, in common use throughout
society.
Lectures:

1. Current situation of media corporations and their audiences
2. Reality of the press
3. Reality of television
4. Radio reality
5. Internet reality
6. The potential market niches: analysis of trends in the sector of

information in Spain
Part II. Project preparation
Every project that wants to be executed must have a process of
research and maturation to choose the time of departure, legal form,
economic plan, marketing plan and the best possible tools. The student
should be able to identify the different processes that are needed within
the course of the idea, its production and sells (marketing). In other
words, everything that involves a flow of knowledge and that leads to
the development of a complete action plan to launch your project.
Lectures:

7. Analysis of the General Environment (PEST)
8. Legal obligations and implementation
9. Market análisis
10. Economic plan
11. Communication and marketing plan
12. Digital Marketing Plan

Part III. Project launch and follow-up
Once the work indicated in the previous parts has been done, the
student is ready to launch the project. To do this, they must create an
initial content to launch their work. The student will be in the final stage
to see his project become a reality. The goal is to realize that a good
idea alone is not enough, but that there must be a comprehensive
process of analysis that allows you to know the entire picture.
Lectures:
13. Tools for the development of the first content
14. Launch and post-launch follow-up

Teaching and The course includes sessions, practical sessions, examples of medialearning methods related business projects and sessions for the presentation of work or
exercises proposed to students.
During the master sessions, the students will take advantage of the

Assessment
methods

opportunity to transmit basic knowledge of the business environment by
emphasizing what steps need to be taken so that they can develop
their own professional activity. In some cases, if it is posible, there will be
with the testimony of professionals who have launched their own in a
satisfactory manner.
In the practical sessions, the content of the programme will be
developed with the participation of students through assignments that
will be given or worked in class.
In addition, a final work related to the contents of the discipline will be
carried out that will be showed in the classroom.
Theoretical exam 40%
Practical Skills 60%.
-Final project 60%
The minimum grade to be obtained in each of the tests to pass the
course is a 5 out of 10.
Plagiarism will be reason of failure.
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